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� Introduction

Every year the US government institute NIST �National Institute for Standardization and Techno�
logies� ��� organize a speaker veri�cation�identi�cation evaluation	 Any research institute can par�
ticipate	 In �

� IDIAP choosed to participate in collaboration with ENST �Paris�France�	 The
common part of the IDIAP and ENST system was the threshold calculator� and the �rst tests on
GMM systems	

� Classi�cation task

The �

� classi�cation evaluation is a text independent speaker detection �veri�cation� task	 the
training set is composed of One session�� One handset� and Two handset� data	 the speech
duration for each speaker on each training condition is � minute	

The test set has � di�erent speech duration � seconds� �� seconds and �� seconds	 these tests
segments have to be used on the three di�erent training conditions	

Two types of results have to be given�

� A true�false decision for each test speech segment	 A COST function Cdet will be calculated	

Cdet � Cfr � Pfrjtarget � Ptarget � Cfa � PfajnonTarget � PnonTarget

were

Cfr � ���Cfa � ��Ptarget � �����PnonTarget � �� Ptarget � ��



� A score for each test speech segment� this allow to generate a COR curve	

Details of the evaluation protocol are available on ���	
The �

� evaluation focused on the di�erent handset conditions	

� The IDIAP system

��� Parametrization

The basis vector parameters are �� LPC coe�cient� �� �LPC coe�cient� �� ��LPC coe�cient� �energy
and ��energy	

We used only the last � �c
�c��� LPC coe�cient� the �� �LPC� the �� ��LPC and energy coe��
cients	

The speech signal is windowed at ���ms� shifted each ���ms�� pre�emphasis �	
�� liftering ��	
Cepstral mean subtraction �CMS� is used for channel compensation	

We didn�t used any other normalization �i	e handset normalization�	

��� Classi�er

As classi�er an MLP system is used ����	 The size of the MLP is ��� input neurons� ��� neurons on the
hidden layer and � neurons on the output layer	 The ��� input neurons correspond to �� consecutive
input vectors� in order to capture more long term speech events	 the � neurons of the output layer
are the local log likelihood score �LLS� of the target speaker �LLSsp� and the non�target speaker
�LLSns��also named world or cohort�	 These LLS are summed along the speech segment �using N

frames� to obtain a total log likelihood TLLsp for the target speaker and TLLns for the non�target
speaker	
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TLLsp �
NP

�

LLSsp�N �

TLLns �
NP

�

LLSns�N �

TLLR � TLLsp � TLLns

The �nal score used for each speech segment is TLLR which correspond to a log likelihood ratio
�
�	

One MLP system is built for each target speaker	 Thecohort speaker data were created from around
�� male and �� female speakers speech extracted from Switchboard database	 The total amount of
speech for each training condition was balanced with the amount of data for each target speaker �i	e	
� minute�	

��� Threshold settings

In order to decide if a test speech segment was said by the target speaker� an a priori decision threshold
has to be set	 The threshold thtsp chosen here is derived from the Furui threshold setting method
��� ��	

thtsp � C� � ��ntsp � �ntsp� �C�
tsp�target speaker� ntsp�non�target speaker

An extended threshold determination is used here�
thtsp � a � �ntsp � �ntsp � b � �ntsp � c � �ntsp
in this case� the followed transformation is applied�
Th�

tsp � TLLR� �A � �ntsp � �ntsp � B � �ntsp � C � �ntsp�
so the threshold Th�

tsp becomes speaker independent� and it becomes possible to adjust the
threshold to improve the cost function �see ��	 The data used as non�target speaker data �for threshold
setting� came from the training set of the �

� NIST evaluation data	 In order to determine �ntsp and
�ntsp the non�target speaker data were �passed through� each target speaker model to obtain �ntsp�
�ntsp and the three constants A�B�C	

� Results

There were 
 participants to the �

� NIST Evaluation� to see the IDIAP results� please consult ���	
To see the other labs results please consult ��� �IDIAP internal only�	 As there were 
 di�erent tests
IDIAP is third for the best and �th for the worst place	 This variability in the results can be explained
because IDIAP didn�t use any handset normalization� but the MIT ��� and Dragon ��� used one	

��� MIT handset detector

The MIT used a carbon�electret microphone detector based on a GMM �Gaussian Mixture Model� of
���� Gaussian	 They used � hours of speech coming from LLHDB database to train their detector	

��� Dragon handset detector

Dragon used a ��� mixtures GMM detector trained on NTIMIT database	
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� Formats�Software used

��� NIST CD distribution

The �

� NIST evaluation is divided in � CDs�

CDNo Name Contents

CD� training set female sid
� fe
CD� training set male sid
� ma
CD��� test set female sid
�e�f�sid
�e�f
CD��� test set male sid
�e�m�sid
�e�m

��� STRUT software

To have more details about the STRUT toolkit see ���	

��� File output format of STRUT�MLP

The output format for the �les coming from a enhanced version of STRUT �STRUT � shell scripts�
is�

� one test per line�
FileName IDprocl NbofFrame LLKspeaker LLKcohort IDvrai

FileName Name of the speech �le	
IDprocl Name of the speaker which has to be veri�ed	
NbofFrame Number of speech frames	
LLKspeaker Log Likelihood of the speech data on the true speaker output of the model	
LLKcohort Log Likelihood of the speech data on the cohort output of the model	
IDvrai Name of the current speaker from which the speech is taken	

for example� ����	wav ���� �� ���	�����
 ��	������ ����

��� Threshold setting� decision programs

In order to set the a priori thresholds �

� Generate speaker �ntsp and �ntsp �program impodist � using impostor access	

� Calculate extended Furui�s method constants A�B and C �Program Indiveval�	

� Decide if it is or not the target speaker using �ntsp��ntsp�A�B�C �Program Scoreval��	

��� Programs and scripts available

The Programs ar available at IDIAP in the
�home�polyphone��NIST�Progs directory
the STRUT scripts are available at IDIAP in the
�home�polyphone��NIST�STRUT directory	
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��	 Evaluation �le format

the �nal output format for NIST evaluation is �one test per line��
Sex TrainCond TargetID Duration FileName Decision Score

Sex male or female
TrainCond � session��s�� � handset��h�� � handset��h�	
TargetID Name of the target speaker	
Duration ���� or �� seconds	
FileName Name of the speech �le	
Decision True of False	
Score the current score �TLLK � in our case�	
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